When real networks are considered, coupled networks with connectivity and feedback-dependency links are not rare but more general. Here we develop a mathematical framework and study numerically and analytically percolation of interacting networks with feedback-dependency links. We find that when nodes of between networks are lowly connected, the system undergoes from second order transition through hybrid order transition to first order transition as coupling strength increases. And, as average degree of each inter-network increases, first order region becomes smaller and second-order region becomes larger but hybrid order region almost keep constant. Especially, the results implies that average degreek between intra-networks has a little influence on robustness of system for weak coupling strength, but for strong coupling strength corresponding to first order transition system become robust ask increases. However, when average degree k of inter-network is increased, the system become robust for all coupling strength. Additionally, when nodes of between networks are highly connected, the hybrid order region disappears and the system first order region becomes larger and secondorder region becomes smaller. Moreover, we find that the existence of feedback dependency links between interconnecting networks makes the system extremely vulnerable by comparing non-feedback condition for the same parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex networks have been studied extensively owing to their relevance to many real systems, where nodes of the network can be grouped by connectivity links. During the past decade, complex theory is exclusively focused on the single and isolated networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In reality, networks rarely appear in isolation, where have wide variety of coupled networks. Recently, there has been a turning point in accordance with the advent of concepts of interdependent networks and interacting networks [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Buldyrev et al. developed a framework for understanding the robustness of couple networks with only dependency links between nodes of two networks, which subject to cascading failures according to Italy blackout on 2003. Their findings suggest that dependency links between nodes of two networks have an important influence on designing resilient infrastructures [22] . Meanwhile, Leicht et al. developed a mathematical framework based on generating functions for analyzing a system of n coupled networks with only connectivity links between nodes of two networks. Their findings highlight the extreme lowering of the percolation threshold possible once connectivity links between networks are taken into account [23] . Moreover, Shao et al.
investigated cascading failures of coupled networks with multiple support-dependence relations by considering unidirectional support dependency links between nodes of two networks. Their model can help to further understand real-life coupled network * Electronic address: dfocus.gao@gmail.com systems, where complex dependence-support relations exists [24] . In fact, real network often contain both types of links, dependency and connectivity links [25, 26, 28] . Parshani et al. modeled single networks with two different links and discussed it's robustness. They found that networks with high density of dependency links are extremely vulnerable, but networks with a low density of dependency links are significantly more robust [25] . Hu et al. studied coupled networks with both connectivity and dependency links between nodes of two networks, where dependency links is no feedback condition. Their findings conclude that the connectivity links increase the robustness of the system, while the interdependency links decrease its robustness [26] .
Gao et al. researched the robustness of n coupled loop networks with the condition of feedback dependency links between nodes of two networks. They pointed out that coupled networks is extremely vulnerable as feedback dependency links exist between two networks [27] . When real networks are taken into account, coupled networks with feedback-dependency and connectivity links are not rare but more general. Here we develop a mathematical framework to study the robustness of two interacting networks with feedback-dependency links. For two networks A and B of sizes N A and N B , we assume that they are coupled by both dependency and connectivity links. For the case of dependency links, the two networks are partially coupled, which means dependency links between two fractions q A and q B of nodes in A and B networks satisfies the feedback condition (as shown in Fig. 1 ). For the other case, connectivity links connecting nodes within each network and between the networks, which can be presented by degree distributions P A (kA,kAB ) , P B (kB ,kBA) respectively, where P A (kA,kAB ) and P B (kB ,kBA) denote the probability of an node in A or (B) to have k A or (k B ) links to nodes in the same network and k AB or (k BA ) links toward other network. When nodes fail in a network, all connectivity links connected to these nodes fails, causing other nodes to disconnect from the network. Since dependency relations between networks, interdependent nodes in other network also remove along with their connectivity links. We assume that a functional node in network A (B) must belong to the giant component of network A (B). When this cascading process occur, it will stop if nodes that fail in one step do not cause additional failures and stabilizes with giant component.
When a fraction 1 − p of A nodes are initially removed, g A (ω t , ̟ t ) and g B (ω t , ̟ t ) are equal to the fraction of nodes in the giant components of networks A and B at step t, after removal of fractions 1 − ω t and 1 − ̟ t , respectively. Thus, the cascading dynamics can be described by
(1)
Where, P A t (P B t ) is the corresponding giant components of network A (B). For ω t , ̟ t , P B t and P A t , at t → ∞, since eventually the clusters stop fragmenting. Thus, at steady state, the expression of system can be given by
(2)
III. THEORY
In this paper, we consider the case where all degree distributions of the connectivity intra-and interlinks are Poissonian.
Thus, the two-dimensional generating function are as follows [23, 26] 
where,
is the probability of following a randomly chosenk A link connecting an A node of degree k A to a B node with excessk A degree and G 
Thus, from Eqs. (3) and (4), the four excess function can be presented
After removal of 1 − ω and 1 − ̟ fractions of network A and B, from Eqs. (4) and (5), we have
For cascading process, we compare our theoretical results obtained from Eqs. (1), (4), (5), (6) and (7) Submitting Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) into Eq. (2), at steady state, the corresponding P A ∞ and P B ∞ are expressed
We presents comparison the theoretical predictions and simulations for the giant components as a function of q A andk as shown in Fig. 3(a)-(b) . One can see that the theory predictions from Eq. (8) agrees well with simulation results for different set of q A andk as shown in Fig. 3(a)-(b) . Furthermore, we can clearly find that as coupling strength q A increases, the system undergoes second order transition to first order transition through hybrid order transition, which means the size of the giant component jumps at p h,I
c from a large value to a small value then continuously decreases at p h,II c to zero. And, Fig. 3(a) . Additionally, the number of iterative failures (N OI) as a function ofk and p is shown in Fig. 3(c) , one can observe that N OI has a peak at jump points, p Fig. 6(a) .
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have introduced a framework for two interacting network with feedback dependency links. Our theory is in excellent agreement with the numerical simulations on coupled networks with Poissonian distribution, which also can be applied to any degree distribution networks. We find that for weak coupling strength, p II c has a little change and robustness of system is not altered significantly ask increases. But for strong coupling strength, p I c decreases and the system become more robust ask increases. However, for all the coupling strength, the system become robust as k increases. Moreover, ask increases, q S,H Ac and
